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Kensington Publishing, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 173 x 104 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Ellie Avery knew moving her family south to Georgia would
bring new friends, customs, and cuisine. But when she stumbles across two dead bodies--in one
grave--during a walk in her new neighborhood, she finds her mint juleps suddenly tasting very sour.
Now, with a double mystery brewing and dozens of guests about to arrive in her back yard, Ellie s
agenda is once again packed. The only thing she hasn t penciled in is one killer of a party crasher
who intends to make this celebration Ellie s last. . . Don t miss Ellie Avery s great tips for perfect
parties! Praise for Sara Rosett and her Ellie Avery Mysteries. . . No mystery is a match for the
likeable, efficient Elllie, who unravels this multilayered plot with skill and class. -- Romantic Times
Book Reviews (four stars) Keeps readers moving down some surprising paths--and on the edge of
their chairs--until the very end. -- Cozy Library A fun romp through murder and mayhem. --
Armchair Interviews.
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Merely no words and phrases to describe. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out this ebook from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Hyman Auer-- Hyman Auer

I actually started out looking over this publication. It can be writter in easy phrases and never di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will probably be
transform as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.
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